Applied Innovative Technologies, Inc.
Developing useful and unique products that have lasting performance

The next generation NightStar® Magnetic Force Flashlight is now here. Our patented technology
eliminates dependence upon batteries and traditional bulbs and ensures highly effective illumination
wherever and whenever needed.

What’s New
?

200% increase in light duration = 20 minutes plus
of useful light on a single 30 second charge

?

150% + increase in light output in a more uniform
beam with a wider field of illumination

?

Smaller size

?

Lighter weight

?

Floats

?

Quieter operation

?

Recessed lock-in position switch

?

Wholesale and Retail Prices never before offered

?

Volume manufacturing capabilities

?

ISO 9002 quality control

Initially, NightStar -2 is almost 1.5 times brighter than
NightStar -1. After 5 minutes NightStar -2 is 3 times
brighter and after 7 minutes NightStar-2 in nearly 4
times brighter
Relative Light Output Comparison (after 5 minutes)
Watts

Lumens Candelas

NightStar -1

0.007

2.3

23

NightStar -2

0.020

7

70

What’s the Same
?

Renewable light whenever needed

?

Completely maintenance free – No parts to burn out, break or replace --- No batteries needed

?

Superior construction capable of withstanding extreme environments and years of abuse

?

Unparallel temperature, chemical resistance, shock and submersion capabilities

?

Luminescent Switch that glows for hours

NightStar is the only flashlight that performs without fail under the extreme conditions of desert heat,
polar cold or submerged underwater to depths exceeding 400 feet. Battery powered flashlights just
do not tolerate environmental extremes like NightStar and the simplicity of NightStar’s design avoids
the mechanical complications found in wind-up lighting devices. NightStar is the ideal flashlight for
everyday use or during those emergency situations where reliable illumination is a necessity. No
other flashlight can be depended upon like NightStar. When light is a necessity – NightStar is the
answer.
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